CuSCN as a hole transport layer in an inorganic solution-processed planar Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cell, enabling carbon-based and semitransparent photovoltaics
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Sb$_2$S$_3$ is an emerging inorganic photovoltaic absorber material with attractive properties such as high absorption coefficient, stability, earth-abundance, non-toxicity, and low-temperature solution processability. Furthermore, with a bandgap of ca. 1.7 eV, it can also be used in semitransparent or tandem solar cell applications. Here, an inorganic wide-bandgap hole transport layer (HTL), copper thiocyanate (CuSCN), is used in an Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cell employing a simple planar geometry. The compact and highly transparent CuSCN HTL was compatible with the low-cost, blade-coated carbon/Ag electrode and a semitransparent solar cell device. With Au and carbon/Ag electrodes, chemical bath deposited Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cells achieved power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of 1.75% and 1.95%, respectively. At the same time, a preliminary semitransparent Sb$_2$S$_3$ device with an ultrathin Au (~15 nm) electrode showed a good average visible transmittance (AVT) of 26.7% at a PCE of 1.65%.

Introduction

Photovoltaics technology has the potential to meet the increasing global demand for clean and sustainable renewable energy. Crystalline and poly-crystalline silicon (Si) solar cells have been successfully commercialized, while CIGS (Cu(In, Ga)(S, Se)$_2$), CdTe, perovskites, dye-sensitized solar cells, and organic solar cells have been commercialized only to some extent. However, these technologies have challenges, such as using critical raw materials, toxicity, long-term instability, or limited application flexibility. These limitations of relatively mature photovoltaic technologies have motivated researchers to search for new absorber materials that are more efficient, stable, green, and cheap. These emerging inorganic absorbers include, for example, chalcogenides (sulfides, selenides, and tellurides), oxides, nitrides, phosphides, and halides (mainly bromides and iodides). Among them, a binary semiconducting chalcogenide of the V$_2$–VI$_3$ family, antimony sulfide (Sb$_2$S$_3$), has attracted considerable attention in recent years for its high absorption coefficient (1.8 × 10$^5$ cm$^{-1}$ at 450 nm), suitable optical bandgap (~1.7 eV) with a theoretical Shockley–Queisser limit of PCE = 28.64%), long-term stability, elemental abundance, and low processing temperatures. In addition, Sb$_2$S$_3$ has a unique quasi 1-D crystal structure (Pnma space group) which consists of covalently bonded [Sb$_4$S$_6$]$_n$, ribbon units (along [001] or c direction) stacked together by weak van der Waals force in a perpendicular direction, forming layered sheets of Sb$_2$S$_3$. Charge transport along the ribbon is more efficient than charge hopping between ribbons. Also, these ribbons are free of dangling bonds and thus form benign grain boundaries, thus reducing bulk recombination if the growth direction is controlled in the [hk0] direction. Sb$_2$S$_3$ has been applied in either mesoporous (often called sensitized solar cells based on the existing dye-sensitized solar cell technology) or planar heterojunction configurations. The tuning of the morphology and crystallinity of the Sb$_2$S$_3$ absorber layer has resulted in high PCE in both planar and mesoporous devices. In mesoporous Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cells, a thin absorber layer (~10 nm) is deposited on a nanocrystalline mesoporous TiO$_2$ scaffold, and the pores are then filled with a hole transport material (HTM). In this design, fast carrier transfer and enhanced absorption result in high current densities, but the open-circuit voltages ($V_{OC}$) suffer because of increased carrier recombination. This limitation can be circumvented in planar solar cells with a compact Sb$_2$S$_3$ absorber layer, thus potentially achieving a higher $V_{OC}$. Boix et al. compared flat and nanostructured TiO$_2$/Sb$_2$S$_3$/P3HT devices (P3HT stands for poly(3-hexylthiophene)). Although the nanostructured cell showed higher performance than the flat cell due to higher short circuit current density ($J_{SC}$) and fill factor (FF), $V_{OC}$ was higher for
the flat device (0.56 vs. 0.48 V). Additionally, due to reproducible and scalable device fabrication with fewer processing steps, a planar device structure is preferable. However, the efficiencies of mesoporous devices are still superior—the highest PCEs for planar and mesoporous Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cells stand at 7.10% (V$_{OC}$: 0.72 V, J$_{SC}$: 17.24 mA cm$^{-2}$, and FF: 0.57) and 7.5% (V$_{OC}$: 0.71 V, J$_{SC}$: 16.1 mA cm$^{-2}$, and FF: 0.65), respectively. Nevertheless, planar solar cells have several other comparative advantages that make them more attractive—realization of semitransparent photovoltaics, simpler and scalable fabrication, and flexible substrate compatibility.

Several organic and inorganic hole transport layers (HTLs) have been applied in Sb$_2$S$_3$ absorber based solar cells, including 2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9′-spirofluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD), poly(2,6-(4,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b′]dithiophene-alt-4,7-(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole) PCPDTP, P3HT, copper thiocyanate (CuSCN), copper iodide (CuI), nickel oxide (NiO$_2$), and vanadioum oxide (V$_2$O$_5$). Organic HTLs suffer from inherent chemical and thermal instability. On the other hand, inorganic HTLs enhance the devices’ stability. Among these inorganic HTLs, CuSCN is cheap, abundant, and thermally stable with high hole mobility and transparency. Specifically, CuSCN has optimal optoelectronic properties to act as an efficient HTL with a wide bandgap ($E_g$) of ~ 3.6 eV, a suitable mobility of 0.001–0.1 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, and appropriate energy levels (valence band, $E_{VB} = -5.4$ eV with respect to vacuum). Additionally, in Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cells, Cu diffusion (from CuSCN) into the Sb$_2$Se$_3$ grain boundaries has been reported to passivate grain boundaries and reduce recombination. A similar passivating effect can be expected since Sb$_2$S$_3$ has the same quasi-i-D crystal structure and similar physiochemical properties. Cu doping was found to be beneficial for solar cell device performance.

Fully inorganic solar cells based on Sb$_2$S$_3$ and CuSCN HTL have been reported by several groups, mainly for a sensitized solar cell. Itzhaih et al. reported a PCE of 3.37% in an Sb$_2$S$_3$-sensitized nanomorphous solar cell architecture (FTO/compact or dense TiO$_2$ (c-TiO$_2$)-porous-TiO$_2$ (p-TiO$_2$)/In–OH–S/Sb$_2$S$_3$/KSCN treatment/CuSCN/Au). The Sb$_2$S$_3$ film was pretreated with 0.5 M aqueous KSCN solution before infiltration with a CuSCN solution to passivate the CuSCN/Sb$_2$S$_3$ interface or to dope the CuSCN layer. Tsujimoto et al. fabricated Sb$_2$S$_3$ sensitized solar cells with KSCN treated-CuSCN as the HTL layer and achieved a PCE of 2.82% with a device structure of c-TiO$_2$/p-TiO$_2$/Sb$_2$S$_3$/CuSCN/Au, which was further improved to 4.1% via TiO$_2$ surface treatment. Subsequently, they doped Sb$_2$S$_3$ with Ti and achieved a PCE of 5.7%. On the other hand, planar Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cells with CuSCN as the HTL layer, the efficiencies have remained lower than those with organic HTLs. Muto et al. fabricated a planar Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cell (FTO/c-TiO$_2$/Sb$_2$S$_3$/CuSCN/Au) and achieved a PCE of 0.8%, compared to nanoporous architecture with a nanocrystalline TiO$_2$ along with compact TiO$_2$ (FTO/c-TiO$_2$/nc-TiO$_2$/Sb$_2$S$_3$/CuSCN/Au) with a PCE of 3.6%. Mayon et al. reported an inorganic planar Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cell with an efficiency of 1.7% (highest PCE for a planar Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cell with a CuSCN HTL) with evaporated Sb$_2$S$_3$ and 0.8% for solution deposited Sb$_2$S$_3$. Considering the advantages of the planar architecture and the improved stability of inorganic CuSCN as the HTL, more studies are needed for this device configuration to realize its full potential.

In recent years, there has been growing interest in semitransparent photovoltaics (ST-PV) for building integrated applications (BIPVs). Sb$_2$S$_3$ has a relatively wide bandgap and high absorption coefficient—promising attributes for ST-PV applications. Lee et al. reported an atomic layer deposited (ALD)-Sb$_2$S$_3$ semitransparent solar cell (ITO/ALD-TiO$_2$/ALD-Sb$_2$S$_3$/P3HT/Au-10 nm) with a PCE of 3.44% and an average visible transmittance (AVT) of 13% resulting in a light utilization efficiency (LUE = PCE x AVT/100) of 0.45. Zhang et al. achieved a PCE of 2.18% for a 100 nm hydrothermally deposited Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cell with graphene as the top electrode (FTO/Cds/Sb$_2$S$_3$/Spiro-OMeTAD/graphene). The AVT value was not reported but can be calculated to be around 15% from the transmission curve of the device (LUE ≈ 0.33). Zimmermann et al. and Ensalo et al. have also reported ST-Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cells with 100 nm and 70 nm Sb$_2$S$_3$ absorber layers, respectively, and P3HT as the HTL. However, the AVTs of the complete ST devices with electrodes were not reported. Overall, the PCEs of ST-Sb$_2$S$_3$ devices have remained relatively low because of the drastic drop in Voc and FF for thinner absorber layers, along with a proportional decrease in $J_{SC}$.

In most high-performance devices, gold as the counter electrode is ubiquitous. Howvever, the high cost (~ 100 USD m$^{-2}$) and the upsampling issue of vacuum deposition raise concerns about the large-scale commercialization of these solar cells. Carbon (carbon black and graphite) is a cheaper alternative to metal-based electrodes. Carbon electrodes have high electrochemical stability and suitable work function, WF (~ 5.0 eV vs. ~ 5.1 eV for Au) in combination with CuSCN with a suitably aligned VB of ~ 5.4 eV.

This work presents a fully inorganic planar Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cell based on CuSCN as the HTL. At the same time, it is shown that a low-cost conductive carbon paste can replace the expensive gold top electrode in this device structure. With the optimized CuSCN film as the HTL, more than double the efficiency has been obtained compared to the previous highest performance reported by Mayon et al. for a similar device structure (1.75% vs. 0.8%, respectively). The carbon top electrode further improved the PCE to 1.95%. Moreover, with this combination of non-toxic inorganic TiO$_2$ and CuSCN as the ETL and the HTL, respectively, a promising ST-Sb$_2$S$_3$ is demonstrated, achieving an AVT of 26.7% and a PCE of 1.65% (LUE = 0.45), at par with the highest reported LUE using an organic HTL layer (LUE = 0.45 was reported by Lee et al. using organic P3HT as the HTL).

**Experimental**

**Device fabrication**

Patterned FTO substrates were cleaned using Hellmanex solution (3 vol% in water), distilled water, acetone, and isopropanol,
respectively, for 10 min each, followed by drying in an oven for 30 min at 120 °C. A compact TiO2 layer was spin-coated on the cleaned FTO using the sol–gel method.

Briefly, titanium(IV) isopropoxide (369 mL) was diluted with 2.53 mL absolute ethanol. To this solution, a separate diluted HCl solution containing 35 mL HCl (2 M) in 2.53 mL absolute ethanol was added dropwise while maintaining vigorous magnetic stirring. Before spin coating, the resultant clear solution was filtered with a PTFE filter with a 0.45 μm pore size. To achieve an optimized thickness of ~60–70 nm, two spin coatings were done, at 2000 and 4000 rounds per minute (RPM), respectively. The coated films were dried at 200 °C for 10 minutes and then annealed at 500 °C for 60 minutes. Sb2S3 films were deposited using a conventional chemical bath deposition method.

650 mg SbCl3 was dissolved in 2.5 mL acetone, followed by the addition of 25 mL 1 M sodium thiosulphate and 72.5 mL deionized water. Film thickness was optimized by controlling the duration of CBD (~15–45 min at 7–10 °C) and the performance parameters of the devices with varying CBD times are shown in Fig. S1a and Table S1 (ESI†). The cross-section images of Sb2S3 for these CBD times are shown in Fig. S2 (ESI†). The film starts with island-type growth and progressively becomes less porous. The coated films were immediately rinsed in distilled water and dried using compressed air. The back sides of the substrates were cleaned with a dilute HCl solution. These shiny yellow films were annealed in an N2 environment at an optimized temperature of 320 °C (optimization data are shown in Fig. S1b and Table S2, ESI†) on a hotplate for 10 min to improve the crystallinity. A dark brown stibnite phase was obtained (see Fig. S3a, b, and d, ESI†), following the previous reports.

CuSCN was spin-coated from diethyl sulfide (DES) solution. Copper(i) thiocyanate powder (99% from Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in DES at a concentration of 35 mg mL−1 and stirred overnight at RT. The optimized spinning speed was 4000 RPM, resulting in a thickness of ~60–70 nm. Devices with 2000 RPM (~110 nm) and 6000 RPM (~45 nm) had lower performances, shown in Fig. S1c and Table S3 (ESI†). The drying conditions were critical to obtaining a smooth reflective surface. After spin coating, the films were left to slow dry at room temperature for 30 minutes prior to a heat treatment at 90 °C for 10 minutes to remove the residual solvent. Immediate heat treatment resulted in a visibly rough surface, not suitable for ST devices and repeatability. A carbon top contact was formed using blade coating carbon (Agar Leit C carbon cement) of thickness ~30–50 μm, which was subsequently covered with Ag paste to decrease the contact resistivity. This blade-coated C/Ag electrode is called C-electrode for simplicity. For devices with an Au electrode (ca. 100 nm for an opaque device or ca. 15 nm for the ST device), a compact sputter coater (a Leica EM ACE 200, Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) was used.

Characterization and measurements

The optical characterization studies (transmittance, absorbance, and reflectance) were performed using a Cary 5000 spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere. The optical bandgap, Eg, of thin films, was extracted using Tauc’s formula:

\[ (zho)^2 = C(ho - E_g) \]

where \( z \) is the absorption coefficient, \( ho \) is the photon energy, \( C \) is a constant, and \( \gamma \) takes the values of 2 or \( \frac{1}{2} \) for direct and indirect bandgap, respectively. The absorption coefficient, \( z \), was calculated using the equation:

\[ z = \frac{A}{\ln(10/t)} \]

where \( A \) is the absorbance and \( t \) is the thickness of the film determined by cross section SEM. For Sb2S3 films, direct band gap fitting (\( \gamma = 2 \)) agreed with the data well (with a good linear relationship between \( (zho)^2 \) versus \( ho \) plot), as reported elsewhere. Similarly, direct bandgap was calculated for the CuSCN thin film based on previous reports. AVT was calculated using the equation:

\[ AVT = \frac{\int T(\lambda) \cdot V(\lambda) \cdot AM1.5G(\lambda) d\lambda}{\int T(\lambda) \cdot AM1.5G(\lambda) d\lambda} \]

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength, \( T(\lambda) \) is the transmission spectrum, \( V(\lambda) \) is the photopic response of the human eye, and AM1.5G represents the solar photon flux. The morphology and cross-section of films/devices were characterized by Magellan 400 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM). X-Ray diffraction patterns (XRD) were collected on a PANalytical Empyrean X-ray diffraction diffractometer with a Cu Kα source. Rutherford backscattering (RBS) was carried out using a 2.0 MeV 4He+ beam in IBM geometry at normal incidence and a backscattering angle \( \theta \) of 160°.

The current density–voltage (J–V) measurements were performed using a Keithley 2400 source meter under simulated AM 1.5G irradiation (100 mW cm−2) with a standard 100 W Xe lamp-based solar simulator Oriel LCS-100 (default scan parameters: forward scan from −1 V to 1 V; scan rate: 100 mV s−1). The illumination intensity was calibrated by a monocrystalline silicon reference cell (Oriel 91150) P/N. The measured pixel area of the device is 5–6 mm2, defined using a black mask. The external quantum efficiency (EQE) was measured using the Rera SpeQuest quantum efficiency system. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopic (EIS) measurements were performed using an electrochemical workstation (Solartron Analytical, ModulabXM) in the frequency range from 1 MHz to 10 Hz with an applied potential of 0.5 V in the dark. For Mott–Schottky analysis, the frequency was set at 10 kHz, and the measurements were performed in the dark. Circuit-based fitting was performed using an EIS Spectrum Analyzer developed by Bondarenko et al.

A numerical simulation program, SCAPS-1D, developed by Burgelman et al., was used to calculate the band diagram of the device structure at the short circuit (applied bias = 0 V) to visualize the injection/extraction barriers at the Sb2S3/CuSCN interface. The simulated structure consists of FTO/TiO2/Sb2S3/CuSCN with flat band contacts. The parameters and material properties are listed in Table S4 (ESI†), along with the corresponding references.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1a and b depict the energy levels of the device structure and the corresponding SCAPS-1D-modeled band diagram. CuSCN
CuSCN powder (as received from Sigma-Aldrich) is shown in the optimized drying step. The XRD pattern of the CuSCN thin film and comparison). The film appeared quite smooth after the optimized step. The absorption coefficient and photograph of a CuSCN film coated on glass are shown in Fig. 1c (in Fig. S3a, ESI† the absorption coefficients of Sb2S3 and CuSCN are shown for comparison). The film appeared quite smooth after the optimized drying step. The XRD pattern of the CuSCN thin film and the powder spectrum matches too with the JCPDS #29-0581 standard for the powder phase (while the absorption coefficient of a CuSCN thin film on a glass substrate. (d) X-Ray diffraction pattern of commercial CuSCN powder and the prepared CuSCN film on the FTO substrate.

The top surface SEM image of the spin-coated CuSCN film on Sb2S3 (Fig. 2d) showed a full coverage of the island-like Sb2S3 layer (Fig. 2c), which would act as a good recombination barrier.25 The cross-section SEM images of the optimized Au- and C-electrode-based devices are shown in Fig. 2a and b, respectively, with an optimized CuSCN thickness of ~60–70 nm—an optimum balance between the lowest resistance and full coverage film as evidenced in the photovoltaic performances of lower and higher RPMs in Fig. S1c and Table S3 (ESI†). Furthermore, to replace the vacuum-deposited Au electrode with a low-cost blade-coated carbon electrode, compatibility of the HTL with the solvent used in carbon paste was also verified. The CuSCN solid film was resistant to carbon paste solvent (mixture of acetone, 2-methoxy-1-methyl ethyl acetate, and xylene) as evident in the SEM image (Fig. S5a and b, ESI†) and absorption spectrum (Fig. S5c, ESI†) of the CuSCN surface without and with solvent treatment.

Table 1 lists the photovoltaic performance of Sb2S3 solar cells based on sputtered gold (Au-electrode) and carbon/Ag-paste electrode (C-electrode), and the corresponding device structures are shown in Fig. 2a and b. Fig. 2a shows the current density–voltage (J–V) curves for the champion devices, and the corresponding statistical analysis is shown in Fig. S6 (ESI†). A PCE of 1.95% (Voc = 0.611 V, Jsc = 6.25 mA cm−2, and FF = 0.51) was obtained with a carbon electrode, while the device using the Au electrode exhibited a PCE of 1.75% with slightly improved Jsc (7.10 mA cm−2) and lower Voc (0.501 V) and a similar FF (0.50). These PCEs are better than those reported in the literature for solution-processed planar Sb2S3 solar cells using CuSCN as the HTL with considerably improved Voc (see Table S5, ESI† for comparison with previous reports on planar CuSCN-based devices). For CBD deposited Sb2S3 devices with TiOx as the ETL, the performance is at par with the PCE reported by Wang et al.31 (2.0%) and Lei et al. (1.9%)32 using organic spiro-OMeTAD and P3HT as the HTLs, respectively. The relatively low FFs of both these cells are also a result of the incomplete coverage of the TiOx surface with the Sb2S3 ultrathin film (ca. ~40–50 nm in Fig. 2c), which would induce a shunt path between the electron and hole transport layers (supported by shunted devices obtained with devices without the CuSCN layer, shown in Fig. S1c and Table S3, ESI†).
Even with this highly porous active layer, little hysteresis was seen in the forward vs. reverse scan in the control device with the Au electrode, suggesting efficient charge transfer at the Sb$_2$S$_3$/HTL interface (Fig. S7, ESI†).

Increasing the thickness of the Sb$_2$S$_3$ layer did not increase the $J_{SC}$ and the performance was limited by all the parameters being low: lower $J_{SC}$, $V_{OC}$, and FF (see Fig. S1a and Table S1, ESI†). This observation agrees with the report by Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{75} In a previous report by Christians et al.,\textsuperscript{76} a similar planar device structure (FTO/TiO$_2$/CBD-Sb$_2$S$_3$/CuSCN/Au) was studied to estimate the maximum Sb$_2$S$_3$ thickness of ~50 nm to balance light absorption and charge extraction. Furthermore, in CBD deposited Sb$_2$S$_3$, impurity phases like Sb$_2$O$_3$ and Sb$_2$(SO$_3$)$_3$ are inevitable since the reaction takes place in water.\textsuperscript{19,75} Since oxide impurities were not discernible from the XRD spectrum of a thin film of Sb$_2$S$_3$ (O S), leading to poor conductivity and a high hole-trap concentration. Surface treatments with a sulfur source have been suggested by Choi et al.\textsuperscript{23} to reduce the oxide phases, leading to as high as 29% improvement in photovoltaic performance. Hence, optimization of the active layer could be the focus of future studies focusing mainly on PCE improvements with the current device structure.

The short circuit current density, $J_{SC}$, is influenced by the absorption and charge extraction properties of the solar cells. Comparatively, the lower $J_{SC}$ of the C-electrode device can be reasoned using the external quantum efficiency (EQE) and reflectance spectrum of electrodes (Fig. 3b). The integrated $J_{SC}$ values were in close agreement with the $J-V$ curves (7.7 and 6.6 mA cm$^{-2}$, for C and Au electrodes, respectively). The reflectance contribution in the EQE curve from the back electrode in the wavelength range of 600–700 nm is significantly higher for Au-solar cells (the internal quantum efficiency curve in Fig. S9 (ESI†) clearly shows that enhancement in the longer wavelength region). This observation has been reported elsewhere, using carbon electrodes.\textsuperscript{51} The carbon electrode reflects barely any light (<5% reflectance for all wavelengths in Fig. 3b). At the same time, an ultrathin Sb$_2$S$_3$ absorber layer cannot absorb all the light, especially the longer wavelengths (as can be seen in Fig. S3a (ESI†), the absorption coefficient of Sb$_2$S$_3$ drops steeply in the longer wavelength region). The Au electrode can reflect the unabsorbed transmitted light and contribute to higher EQE in the longer wavelength region and, hence, higher $J_{SC}$. At the lower wavelength region where the reflectance from the Au electrode decreases sharply, lower EQE for Au electrode suggests that the photocurrent is dominated by drift current under the influence of a built-in electric field and charge extraction efficiency of the electrodes.\textsuperscript{79} The carbon electrode, thus, could collect holes more efficiently as the electron contacts are the same for both the devices. This is confirmed from the recombination resistance ($R_{rec}$) and built-in potential ($V_b$) values calculated for the two devices in the subsequent analysis of the device.

Series and shunt resistances of the two devices in light were calculated from the linear region slopes near open circuit ($R_s = dV/dI|_{V=0}$) and short circuit ($R_{sh} = dI/dV|_{V=0}$) conditions, respectively.\textsuperscript{80} The series resistance of the Au-device was slightly lower (8.15 Ω cm$^{-2}$ for the Au-device vs. 8.6 Ω cm$^{-2}$ for the C-device, calculated in the linear region near $V_{OC}$). However, the shunt resistance for the Au device is much lower (505 Ω cm$^{-2}$) compared to that of the C-device (636 Ω cm$^{-2}$). A higher shunt resistance in the C-device means enhanced recombination resistance and higher FF and $V_{OC}$.

Moreover, theoretically, $V_{OC}$ should be independent of the electrode since it depends on the quasi-Fermi level energy splitting between the ETL and the HTL in n-i-p solar cells.\textsuperscript{81-83} Also, given that the WF of C and Au is similar (−5.0 and −5.1 eV, respectively),\textsuperscript{51} the $V_{OC}$ values are expected to be similar.\textsuperscript{84} The reason for increased $V_{OC}$ (statistics of variation in performance parameters among devices is shown in Fig. S6, ESI†) of the C-electrode solar cell was studied in detail since it is the major limitation in Sb$_2$(S,Se)$_3$ solar cells.\textsuperscript{85} $V_{OC}$ depends on the diode ideality factor, $n$, and saturation current density, $J_0$ as:

$$V_{OC} = \frac{n k T}{q} \ln \left( \frac{J_{SC}}{J_0} + 1 \right)$$
where \( n \) represents the diode ideality factor, \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is the absolute temperature, and \( q \) is the elementary charge.\(^9\) \( J_0 \) and \( n \) values are calculated from the dark \( J-V \) characteristics (the fitting region is shown in Fig. 3c) using the Shockley diode equation:\(^7\)

\[
J = J_0 \left( \exp \left( \frac{qV}{nkT} \right) - 1 \right)
\]

The ideality factor of the C-electrode solar cell \((n = 1.68)\) is lower than that of the Au-electrode solar cell \((n = 2.19)\). Since the HTL and ETL are the same for the devices and \( V_{OC} \) was significantly different, the ideality factor values represent both bulk recombination and surface recombination at the contacts.\(^8\) \( J_0 \) decreased by almost three orders of magnitude from \(1.1 \times 10^{-4} \) to \(6.4 \times 10^{-7} \) mA cm\(^{-2}\) using a C electrode vs. Au electrode. Both these values suggest reduced recombination (contact interface and bulk) and thus higher \( V_{OC} \) and FF for C-based devices.\(^9\) Higher leakage currents also suggest a comparatively higher shunting in the Au device (the rectification ratio of dark currents at \( \pm 1 \) V was \( ca. 14350 \) for C electrode and \( 287 \) for Au electrode). This shunting behavior complicates the direct comparison between these devices based only on dark IV analysis.\(^9\)

It is also noteworthy that both electrodes form a near-Ohmic contact with the CuSCN layer (Fig. 3d). Therefore, the \( V_{OC} \) discrepancy does not seem to originate from energy level offsets (leading to an injection barrier) between the electrode and HTL.\(^8\) It is likely that the physical contact between carbon and CuSCN is more passivating in nature as compared to the Au electrode, indicating less surface recombination at contacts. Notably, the CuSCN surface did not show a visible change with the solvent used in the C paste because of the limited solubility of CuSCN in common solvents such as xylene (Fig. S5a–c, ESI).\(^1\)

Furthermore, interface and charge transport characteristics of the cells with Au and C/Ag back-contact were studied using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements (EIS) in the dark at an applied voltage of 0.5 V (close to \( V_{OC} \)). The Nyquist plot showed a single depressed semicircle which is modeled by a series resistance component, \( R_{S,EIS} \) (combining all resistances including that of electrodes) in series with a parallel combination of recombination resistance \((R_{rec})\)–constant phase element (CPE). The \( R_{S,EIS} \) value for Au-device is slightly lower because of the reduced resistance of the Au electrode, while the \( R_{rec} \) for C-device is substantially higher (Table S6, ESI).\(^1\) High \( R_{rec} \) implies reduced recombination in the C-device, thus higher \( V_{OC} \). Since the TiO\(_2\)/Sb\(_2\)S\(_3\) and Sb\(_2\)S\(_3\)/CuSCN interfaces are identical and WFs of electrodes are similar in both cases, the \( R_{rec} \) values are primarily associated with the CuSCN/electrode interfaces. This observation is consistent with the reports where C-electrode has been reported to possess both HTL and charge collection properties.\(^9\)–\(^14\)

Capacitance–voltage \((C-V)\) measurements were carried out to study the carrier accumulation and transport properties at the interface.\(^9\)–\(^14\) Capacitance response in these measurements corresponds to free carriers along with bulk and interfacial defects.\(^9\) For the devices studied here, the differences in the capacitance response would arise from different charge extraction properties of the contacts. Fig. 4b shows Mott–Schottky \((M-S)\) plots of devices with the two electrodes at 10 kHz in the dark. It shows a bias-dependent capacitance demonstrating the presence of an abrupt p–n\(^+\) \((\text{Sb}_2\text{S}_3/\text{TiO}_2)\) junction, where \( \text{TiO}_2 \) is a highly doped n-type material (calculated \( N_D = 2.4 \times 10^{19} \) cm\(^{-3}\) and the corresponding Mott–Schottky analysis shown in Fig. S10, ESI).\(^9\)–\(^14\) The charge carrier (acceptor) concentration \((N_A)\) at the edge of the p-side depletion region and total build-in potential \((V_{bi})\) were calculated using the following equation:

\[
\frac{1}{C^2} = \frac{2(\varepsilon_{\text{Sb}_2\text{S}_3}N_A + \varepsilon_{\text{TiO}_2}N_D)(V_{bi} - V)}{qA^2\varepsilon_{\text{Sb}_2\text{S}_3}N_A\varepsilon_{\text{TiO}_2}N_D}
\]

where \( \varepsilon_0 \), \( \varepsilon_{\text{Sb}_2\text{S}_3}/\varepsilon_{\text{TiO}_2} \), and \( A \) represent vacuum permittivity, dielectric constant of \( \text{Sb}_2\text{S}_3 \) \((\varepsilon_{\text{Sb}_2\text{S}_3} = 7.1)/\varepsilon_{\text{TiO}_2} \) \((\varepsilon_{\text{TiO}_2} = 51)\), and device active area, respectively.\(^10\)–\(^14\) The linear fitting slope in the \( C^{-2} \) vs. voltage curve at a positive voltage was used to calculate the \( N_A \) and the extrapolation to the voltage axis was used to extract the \( V_{bi} \) (the fitting line is shown in Fig. 4b). The device with a C-electrode shows a higher \( V_{bi} \) of 1.45 V and a carrier density \((N_Q)\) of \( 9.5 \times 10^{16} \) cm\(^{-3}\) compared with those of the Au-electrode \((1.32 \text{ V} \text{ and } 1.8 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-2})\), respectively. The higher built-in potential relates to increased \( V_{OC} \), less carrier accumulation, and efficient hole extraction at the HTL/electrode interface.\(^9\) Finally, Capacitance–frequency \((C-f)\) plots to identify the defect type at 0 V bias of both the devices are shown in Fig. S11 (ESI).\(^9\) The increased capacitance of the Au-device in the low-frequency regime and increased frequency dependence can be attributed to charge accumulation at the contact interface.\(^9\) The screening effect of this charge accumulation increases the recombination loss, decreases the \( V_{bi} \), and thus reduces the \( V_{OC} \).\(^9\)–\(^14\)

Since the electron transport and collection side are the same for both devices, the calculated parameters mentioned above point to an inefficient charge collection and possible shunt at the CuSCN/Au interface. The blade-coated carbon electrode with large graphite flakes (Fig. S4, ESI) is less prone to shunting than the vacuum deposited Au electrode and makes intimate contact with the CuSCN layer. This is supported by the peel-off test using a strong copper adhesive tape. The Au electrode was peeled off while the carbon electrode remained...
intact, suggesting intimate contact with the underlying CuSCN layer (Fig. S12, ESI†). A similar observation has been reported by Aung et al.\textsuperscript{105}

The high transparency of CuSCN thin films (with a wide bandgap of 3.85 eV) and an extremely thin Sb$_2$S$_3$ absorber layer enable a semitransparent solar cell. A high AVT of $\sim\SI{27.5}{\%}$ for the complete device (for the device without top electrode AVT = 39.1\% vs. air was calculated) and a PCE of 1.67\% ($V_{OC} = \SI{0.560}{\text{V}}, J_{SC} = \SI{6.12}{\text{mA cm}^{-2}}, \text{and FF} = 0.49$) were obtained with the same structure as that of opaque Au electrode-based solar cells, except that the electrode thickness was reduced to $\sim\SI{15}{\text{nm}}$ (Fig. 5a and b). Further optimization is needed to achieve the highest light utilization efficiency (LUE = PCE $\times$ AVT) since PCE and AVT are mostly inversely related. For example, a solution-processed carbon-based transparent top electrode such as graphene could replace the vacuum-processed ultrathin Au electrode.\textsuperscript{106} However, this report focuses on the viability of a semitransparent Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cell using this combination of inorganic electron (TiO$_2$) and hole (CuSCN) transport layers. Further optimization of the absorber layer composition and morphology would be carried out using different deposition methods and post-deposition treatments to reduce the amount of oxygen impurities,$\textsuperscript{107}$ obtain larger grains,$\textsuperscript{107}$ and achieve preferential [hk0] orientation$\textsuperscript{17,108–111}$ of Sb$_2$S$_3$ crystallites (compared to predominantly [hk0] in the obtained thin film shown in Fig. S3d, ESI†). Also, a stability study in comparison to the organic HTL in Sb$_2$S$_3$ (or potentially in Sb$_2$Se$_3$ because of a similar crystal structure) solar cell devices using carbon electrodes and semitransparent solar cell devices.

**Conclusions**

In summary, a compact CuSCN layer deposited via spin coating under ambient conditions suppressed the shunt paths in the chemical bath deposited Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cells implementing a simple planar configuration—FTO/TiO$_2$/Sb$_2$S$_3$/CuSCN/Au or C/Ag. The robust CuSCN layer showed good interfacial contact with the carbon electrode resulting in even improved solar cell performance compared to the vacuum-deposited Au electrode, achieving a PCE of 1.95\%. A higher $V_{OC}$ in carbon-based devices is attributed to better diode characteristics, high recombination resistance, and a higher $V_{bb}$. Enhancing $V_{OC}$ using an improved CuSCN/electrode interface is a promising direction for future studies since a significant limitation in the performance of Sb$_2$S$_3$ solar cells stems from voltage loss (>$\SI{50}{\%}$ lower than the SQ limit of 1.4 V).\textsuperscript{45} Moreover, the high transparency and smoothness of the CuSCN layer allowed achieving a preliminary semitransparent solar device with an impressive AVT of 26.7\% with a PCE of 1.67\%. The lower overall PCE, though, is reflective of a low-quality CB deposited absorber layer with high amounts of oxygen impurities and unfavorable (hk0) orientation, which can be overcome by alternate deposition methods like rapid thermal evaporation, vapor transport deposition, ALD, and so on.\textsuperscript{11} Overall, the focus of this study was to demonstrate the compatibility and potential of CuSCN as the HTL in Sb$_2$S$_3$ (or potentially in Sb$_2$Se$_3$ because of a similar crystal structure) solar cell devices using carbon electrodes and semitransparent solar cell devices.
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